Bawdsey Coastal Partnership Executive Committee Meeting
6.30 p.m. 23rd January 2018, The Old Rectory, Alderton,
MINUTES
Present:

P N O Crick (Chair)
A L Page (Vice -Chair)
C J M Langley (Treasurer)
C W Vaudrey
R J Thurkettle
B Johnson (representing A&OEP)
A Block (Representing Bawdsey PC)

Apologies:

T J M Green, CM Ray, A C Rouse, H Lewis

Item

Action.

1. Report summary
a. PNOC’s shortened version & summary was reviewed
b. Next steps, ALP suggested that before the AGM, BCP needs to
be clear of our immediate intentions and plans in the short term.
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3

Action steps for AGM
Update the website with all the reports, this was discussed and ALP
suggested that only bullet points to be published with if needed a separate
web link to the full reports. Also include a summarised version of the
executive summary explaining that it was summarized by BCP

PNOC

Relationship with Natural England

ALP & PNOC
will meet them
later in
February

BCP need to work closely with Natural England as they seem very good
at communicating/ interacting with other bodies. This is seen as very
positive going forward.
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Communications with Parish Council
PNOC used the opportunity to welcome Andrew Block. He stated how
trying to help the three parishes work together would not only strengthen
BCP but also benefit the wider community. Unfortunately, Helen Lewis
of Hollesley was unable to attend on this occasion.
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Communications with general public
RJT discussed his views on the social media used by the Alde and Ore.
He said that in his view, the general public would search social media
before going to the BCP website. RJT to investigate updating the
Facebook and creating a Twitter page.
The kind offer from Sharon Bleese was discussed and agreed sending out
a flyer would be advantageous at spreading the word. This flyer should
be used to advertise the forth coming public meeting.
Various members of the BCP offered to “leaflet drop”. to be discussed
further at next meeting.

RJT

ALP to meet
with Sharon
Bleese

